
Case Study #1 

New client!  New family: 9345517 

300875682 

This client is a new PG client who is in for her certification appointment. During the nutrition 

assessment, you learn she was recently dx with GDM and seems very knowledgeable and unconcerned.  

She had GDM with her previous pregnancy, and is seeing an RD at her OB clinic, and blood sugars so far 

have been well-controlled.  She is very motivated for this to continue.  The client is mostly interested in 

discussing the nausea and vomiting (morning sickness) she is currently having and asks about food and 

ideas for how to deal with the nausea.   

   

[stop and think about what would you want to know next? Or what else do you want to know/look at on 

the screens?] 

 

-- 

After using your client centered skills and asking permission to provide some lower-carb options and 

encouraging more frequent and small meals and snacks, the client declines the WIC RD consult you have 

offered because she is already seeing an RD at her OB clinic. 

• Do we have enough information?  

• What else do you want to know?  

• Where else would you look for information? 

• What do we do next? Where do we document? Keeping in mind documenting for client’s 

continuity of care (you may not see this client next time; what does your colleague need to 

know from this session?) 

 

Document: 

• Nutrition Education 

[Please ignore the NE line currently documented there ~ had to put something in there to create the 

client] 

• High Risk 

 

 



Case Study #2 

300875681 

Required NE documentation for recert appointment for high risk client to be referred to the WIC RD.  

C1 Client with low hemoglobin and food allergies (+)    

 

 

Previous NE: Bottle Weaning 

When asked about bottle weaning, mom tells you she is still working on this.  Kiddo really loves milk ~ 

drinks about 30 oz per day right now. Still using bottle, though down to only using bottle once in the 

morning and once in the evening, just before bedtime (drinks more in the morning). Part of their 

bedtime routine to calm kid down.  

The mom seems like she might like to continue decreasing the milk in bottles even more, yet she is more 

interested in hearing about the low hemoglobin and how to help that.   

You use affirmations and ask permission to share about how foods, including milk, can affect 

hemoglobin levels and explain how important iron is for her baby’s growth and development.  She is 

very interested, and mentions child also really likes carb-y foods, not a lot of veggies and meats.  Mom 

thinks she can, and likes the idea of continuing to, decrease the milk, including cutting one of the 

bottles, yet also really wants to increase iron foods, like trying some infant meats and veggies. 

• What do we do next? 

• Do we have enough information?  

• What else do you want to know?  

• Where else would you look for information? 

• What do we document? 

Document: 

• NE Follow-up  



• Today’s NE 

--- 

Client is HR because of food allergies, which mom does not even really mention as an issue.  When 

asked, just said they avoid the allergenic foods. But mom continues to seem concerned about low hgb. 

Staff offer the NCRD appointment, and Mom accepts referral to the WIC RD 

Document: 

• Next Planned NE Method 

• Textbox (which will auto populate to the Problem List) 

o What should be included? 

• This is an instance where a note to the RD is critical, as not referring due to the high 

risk, rather another relevant risk for which the client’s mom is very interested in 

learning more about the low hemoglobin and how to make it better. 

• RDs, what is helpful to see in this note? 

Anything else? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Case Study #3 

Example 3:  

300875680 

High Risk C3 returning for CEVAL appointment today.  Client has Open and Active Care Plan. 

 

When asked how things are going and what has changed since last time, staff learn the client has 

branched out to more fruits and like most of them (not bananas). He is drinking less Pediasure, though 

mom would like to continue it until next appt, and they will keep working to decrease.  Things are going 

quite well, per mom, who plans to keep adding more f/v, and also some dairy options like yogurt. You 

have discussed continuing this goal, and mom is happy.  

Document 

• NE follow-up 

• Today’s NE 

• Planned NE Method 

Client is HR d/t Pediasure (manual assignment). When offered appointment with WIC RD, client declines 

as she feels things are going well. 

Anything else? 

• Must document HR CP Follow-up! 

• Keep/Close Care Plan?  



Example 4: (cont from Example 2)  

300875681 

Coming back for NCRD Appointment 

As a reminder: 

Discussion centers around mom’s concern about the low hemoglobin and its effects on growth and 

development.  Child is small, but mom is more concerned with mental development. Child loves screen 

time, and hard for mom to get the kiddo to play outside ~ not sure if just tired, or more to it.  Mom 

asked for ideas on foods high in iron and ideas for decreasing screen time. Has doctor’s appt next week 

to discuss with doctor too. 

Document! 

• Assessment 

• Intervention:  

• NE Topics  

• Monitoring/Evaluation 

• What’s next appointment type? 

o See RD again?  

• What to follow-up on? 

 

 


